With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Compassionate.

(32) Assajada
In this Surath, it is mentioned about the prostration of recitation in the verse 15. From this
verse this Surath is named as Assajada. It contains 30 verses which Messenger Muhammed
recited every night and in every Friday morning prayer. It is revealed in the early period of
middle age during Prophet’s Mecca life. Before bringing life to the dead with Lord’s permission,
Jesus was performing prolonged prayer after reciting this Surath and Surath Mulk. This Surath
teaches that Lord’s Book is not forged by the illiterate Messenger Muhammed, but is revealed
from the Lord of the Universe. It is ordered to remind the mankind in their hearts language that
they have no protectors or intercessors besides Lord Allah. This Surath teaches that the Lord
has created the mankind from the single soul and his body is made from the mingled sperm and
ovum. The Spirit containing the life and the soul of everyone is of the Lord; and that the Lord
has given everyone the faculty of hearing, sight and intelligence in order to be grateful. This
Surath teaches that the Lord has entrusted an Angel to take off the Spirit from everybody, and
also that everyone will be returned into the Lord. The Lord is consoling the Messenger and the
believer saying about the condition of the Mujirims (the hypocrites and their blind followers)
wailing in the Hereafter. This Surath warns that from each 1000 only one will return into the
Paradise whereas 999 will enter the Hell. For the believers who are involved in good deeds, it is
informed the glad news of the Paradise as a reward, while for the transgressors it will be told:
“You taste the punishment of Fire for you had been rejecting it in the worldly life”. This Surath
warns that the Impartial Lord will take revenge upon the wrongdoing Mujirims. It also teaches
that when the people are believers and are having confirmed belief with the Lord’s verses, the
Lord will appoint for them the leaders to guide them into the Straightpath with the Command
Adhikr. It also warns that on the day when the believers will get victory, the disbelievers will not
be benefitted with their belief of that time or they will not be given any respite. This Surath
concludes commanding the Messenger and the believers to neglect the disbelievers and not to
be hurry for the end of the world; and that each and everything will be happening true in the
fixed time.
1. Alif Lam Meem
Since Adhikr is the Best interpretation of Lord’s Book It explains each and everything as
explained in the verse 16: 89. ‘Alif’ denotes Lord Allah from Whom the Book is sent down, ‘Lam’
denotes Angel ‘Jibreel’ through whom It is sent down and ‘Meem’ denotes Messenger
Muhammed into whose heart It is sent down as told in the verses 26: 192—194. See the

explanation 2: 1.
2. The Book is sent down, there is no doubt in It that It is from the Lord of the worlds.
The Lord of the Universe who created Heavens, Earth and all the things in between them from
nothingness is the Omniscient. Adhikr being His Wise Words is the Knowledge of Three Times.
One third of Lord’s verses is concerned with the past, one third with the present and one third
with the future—the warning of the events to be happened. First of all, He documented and
kept the Book—Adhikr—in a safe compact disc which is the Constitution of the Universe and
the ways and practices of all time. Soul of the Book is called Adhikr. From the first Messenger
Nooh to the last Messenger Muhammed 313 Messengers were deputed from the Lord in to the
world in different periods with the same Message Adhikr. Just like the soul of every creature is
the same soul of all the Books revealed from the Lord is also the same which is Adhikr. It is told
in the verses 36: 69—70 that indeed it is nothing except a Reminder (Dhikr) and a manifest
reading. The Arabic word ‘Qur’an’ means ‘for repeated reading’. As told in the verse 15: 91 the
Book Adhikr revealed in all periods were for ‘repeated reading’. Adhikr revealed to Messenger
Muhammed contains all the 312 Books revealed from the Lord before and their Upright
Explanations as told in the verse 16: 43—44. It has 40 names such as Dhikra, Dhikree, Guidance,
Criterion, Safeguard, Balance, Ticket as explained in the introduction.
After the 30 years of Prophet’s departure Muslims who inherited the Book which is for the
entire mankind had been deviated from Lord’s Book Adhikr—the Straightpath—as explained in
the verses 1: 5 and 3: 19. Thus they became in three groups. (1) Fajir who eats Qur’an (the
Arabic text) or eats by using Qur’an with which he darts away from Islam as an arrow darts
away from its bow. (2) Kafirs (hypocrites) who are knowingly hiding the contents of the Book.
(3) Believer who says what he does and does what he says. Prophet taught that the believer 1
in 1000 (Third group) will only get reward by reciting the Book, whereas It will increase filth
over filth to the above first and second group who are the hypocritical transgressors and their
blind followers as told in the verses 9: 124—125; 17: 82 and 32: 18. The verses of the Book they
read, heard and touched will argue and witness against them and will push them in to the hell.
Since Adhikr is from the Lord of the Universe, It is for the entire mankind as explained in the
verses 2: 185 and 6: 90. The wrath affected hypocrites and their strayed followers as explained
in the verse 1: 7 are neither utilizing It by themselves nor giving It to others for utilizing, thus
they are not ruining except themselves, but they perceive it not as explained in the verse 6: 26.
They are hiding Lord Allah and all Messengers and Prophets including Muhammed in the Book.
They are serving the disbeliever Satan and are following 29 pseudo-prophets welcoming the
30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. See the explanation 3: 7.
3. Or are they saying that he has forged It; nay, it is the Truth from your Lord in order you to

warn a people into whom no warner had come before you so that they may be guided.
The hypocrites and their blind followers during the period of all Messengers and Prophets had
hesitated to accept the Messenger and the Message asking: “Has Lord Allah appointed a man
with Adhikr – the Reminder— upon us in order to warn us?” as explained in the verses 7: 63
and 69. As told in the verses 54: 25 the people of Prophet Swalih and Muhammed were telling
to the concerned Messengers: “Is Adhikr sent down upon him among us; nay, he is an odd liar”.
The disbelievers in Mecca also told: “Is Adhikr revealed upon him among us?” but they were in
doubt about My Book ‘Dhikree’ while they have not tasted the punishment as told in the verse
38: 8. Today the true disbelievers mentioned in the verses 4: 150—151 are neither ready to
hear Lord’s Book Dhikree nor to speak about It to others. Thus they became deaf, dumb and the
worst creatures without utilizing the intelligence as told in the verses 2: 18; 8: 22 and 7: 179. It
is told in the verses 36: 5—6 that the Wise reading— Adhikr— is sent down from the Exalted
and the Merciful Lord in order to warn a people who were not warned by their forefathers so
that they are heedless. The aimless hypocrites will not become believers by the warning as told
in the verse 10: 33. But the heedless followers of them may be benefitted by the warning with
Adhikr. If they are also not guided with the warning by Adhikr, the Hell will be filled with all of
them also as explained in the verse 7: 179. Adhikr is the Truth mentioned in 256 verses in Lord’s
Book such as 7: 8—9; 10: 108; 39: 41, 69, 75 in the Lord’s Book. It is told in the verses 9: 33 and
61: 9 that He is the One Who sent His Messenger with the Guidance and the way of life
submitting the Book Truth in order to make It superior above all other ways of life even though
the Mushriks (different groups of Muslims) are hating It. The Trust Adhikr is revealed in order to
punish the hypocritical men and women as well as the Mushrik men and women among the
Muslims upon whom the curse and wrath of the Lord is affected and for them the hell is kept
prepared as told in the verses 33: 72—73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. The Prophet and the odd believer
cannot obey these hypocrites and their blind followers (disbelievers) as told in the verses 33: 1
and 48. Instead today the odd believer is commanded to do great Jihad against them with
Adhikr as told in the verses 9: 73; 22: 78; 25: 52 and 66: 9. The similitude of these hypocritical
transgressors and the blind followers of different groups of Muslims is that of a dog which will
not change its attitude whether it is disturbed or not as told in the verses 7: 175—176. They
have become worthless people by forgetting Lord’s Book Adhikr as told in the verse 25: 18 and
48: 12 so that they cannot be reminded or guided with Adhikr —the Truth. So the believer is
commanded to convey Message of the Lord —Adhikr— to the other people belonging to
Messenger Muhammed’s community such as Hindus, Christians, Jews, etc. testifying the verses
5: 83— 85 and 6: 89.
4. Allah is the one who created the Heaven, the earth and all in between them in six days;
then He established on the Throne, you have no protector or intercessor besides Him; will

you then remind others in their heart’s language?
Today only Muslims are reading these verses all over the world. But they are not considering
Lord Allah as the Deity or Lord and King of all mankind. They are reading the verses 25: 33—34
which says: “Those who don’t follow and testify the Best Interpretation of the Book —Adhikr—
will be dragged prone on their faces into the Hell, such are in the worst place and are the most
strayed”. Without considering Lord Allah as Impartial, these transgressors who have forgotten
Lord Allah and whom Allah has also forgotten as told in the verses 9: 67—68 and 59: 19 are
teaching their followers that Allah is dividing the mankind into the Paradise and into the Hell
and so we have no chance for earning Paradise or Hell. But it is against the teaching of the
verses 2: 286; 8: 53—54; 17: 15; 18: 49, 103— 106; 32: 18; 47: 8—9.
Actually these true disbelievers who are belonging to Kafir Satan’s party are considering the
other people of Messenger’s community such as Hindu, Christian, Jews, etc. as disbelievers and
fuel of the Hellfire against the teaching of the verses 2: 24, 39, 254; 3: 10; 4: 140; 5: 10, 86 and
39: 71.
Through this verse Lord Allah is asking: “Will you then remind others in their heart’s language?”
to the Muslims who are reading this verse. So it is the inevitable duty of the Muslims to
introduce about Lord Allah to the entire mankind as 6236 verses of the Book submits. But they
are not doing their responsibility, instead they are trying to extinguish the Light of Allah—
Adhikr— as told in the verses 9: 32 and 61: 8 so that they have to enter in to the hell bearing
the burden of all evils that are happening all over the world. See the explanation 2: 28—29.
5. He ordains the commands from the heaven into the earth, then the results ascend into Him
in a day the duration of which is 1000 years you are reckoning.
1000 years of this world is equal to 1 day at the Paradise near Lord Allah. Jesus was raised into
the 2nd heaven before 2000 years in his age of 33 years as explained in the verses 4: 158— 159.
On his second coming to the earth for killing Antichrist, his age will be 33. It is told in the verse
22: 47 that the disbelievers are hastening for the punishment while Lord Allah never breaches
his promise; and indeed a Day near your Lord is like 1000 years you are reckoning here. It is told
in the verse 70: 4 that 1 day at the Hereafter for the Day of Judgment will be as long as 50,000
years of this worldly life.
Today the hypocrites and their blind followers by hiding and rejecting the Book Adhikr which
explains each and everything are welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist and are
hastening for the Dooms day.
6. That is because He is the knower of invisible as well as visible; the Exalted the Merciful.

The Lord of the Universe is the Three Time Knower Who Knows everything happening in the
Universe and has recorded in His Book as explained in the verse 7: 52. Actually everything will
be perished except He. He is the Knower and the Observer of each and every thing without
affecting slumber or sleep. He is with us always wherever we are. The Spirit (life + soul) of all
creatures is from Lord’s Spirit. When the Spirit departs from the body, it is called death. In the
sleep only the soul is departing while the life is remaining in the body as explained in the verse
6: 60.
Lord Allah is exalted in power means Satan from jinn or mankind as explained in the verse 6:
112 cannot escape from his punishment or they cannot defeat the Lord in any way. The Lord is
Merciful only for the believers whereas He will take revenge upon the wrongdoing Mujirims as
explained in the verse 32: 22. It is told in the verse 33: 43 that Lord Allah has revealed the Light
–Adhikr— in order to deliver the mankind from the different paths of Satan –darkness— into
the path of Lord Allah— the Light, and He is the Merciful for the believers. The hypocrites and
their blind followers upon whom the curse and wrath of Lord are afflicted are in the darkness
and are living by giving preference to bodily and worldly life without considering the soul and
the Hereafter so that at the time of death of everyone, they will witness against their soul that
indeed they were disbelievers as explained in the verse 7: 37. See the explanation 6: 145.
7. The one who created each and everything in the best form; and He began the creation of
the mankind from the clay.
The Creator Lord made the body of Adam from ‘sounding’, ‘adhesive’ and ‘foul-smelling’ black
clay as a potter shaping the pot as told in the verse 15: 26. Then the ‘Rooh’—Spirit (Life + soul)
of the Creator was blown into the body as told in the verses 15: 29 and 38: 72. Then Eve
(Hawwa), the mate of Adam, was created from the soul of Adam by a word “Be” from the Lord.
It is told in the verse 4: 1 that from “her”, “her” mate was created. In Lord’s Book Adhikr the
soul of both male and female, and the body of women are used in feminine gender whereas the
body of men is used in masculine gender.
8. Then He made his progeny from the essence of heinous water.
9. Then He formed him, and He blew His spirit into it, and He made for you the faculties of
hearings, sights and understanding, yet a few of you are grateful.
From the soul of first man Adam itself, his mate Eve was created. Then uploaded the soul of
entire mankind in the nape of Adam. Adam and Eve were sent down to the Earth by the
rhythmic balance of the wind. In the earth Adam and Eve ate fruits and roots of different plants.
From it blood, sperm and ovum were formed. While doing intercourse two souls were united.
Then the semen containing sperm emitted from father’s testicle and semen containing ovum

emitted from the pelvis of mother as told in the verses 76: 2 and 86: 5—7 were reached in the
womb. Life exists only with the presence of water as told in the verse 21: 30. Thus in the
presence of life it (the Sperm + Ovum) grows and becomes embryo within 40 days. Then
becomes ‘Alaqa’ —clot of congealed blood— within 40 days and ‘Mudhu’gha’ —clinging mass
of flesh— within 40 days. Then, the soul situated in father’s nape was transferred to the
embryo in mother’s womb through an Angel. Thus by getting the soul in the 4th month, the
child got life+ soul (the Spirit— the Rooh). After passing the prescribed time in mother’s womb
the child got birth in to the earth. These are the steps happening in the birth of everyone.
Each individual will be questioned about the 4th phase of life (from the age of 15 till death). So
the believer while reading the verse 1: 4 ‘we do serve only You, and we do seek help only from
You’ will be aware of the aim of life. The believer is living here seeing the Lord Muhsin under
the Best Book Adhikr. And while reading the verse 1: 7: “Not the path upon whom Your wrath
affected and who gone astray” he will pray with soul not to include among the hypocritical men
and women as well as the Mushrik men and women as mentioned in the verses 33: 72—73; 48:
6 and 98: 6.
The believer represents the ‘Believer Lord’ whereas the disbelievers represent the ‘disbeliever
Satan’. The disbelievers will return into the Hell by bearing all the portion of evil burdens
suffered by all creatures in the world as told in the verse 6: 26 and 20: 99—100. See the
explanation of “The Aim of Life” in the Introduction of Adhikr.
The hypocrites who are hiding Adhikr knowingly and their blind followers who are rejecting It
are the true disbelievers, wrong doers, transgressors and Mujirims as explained in the verses 5:
44, 45, 47 and 7: 40—41. Among the people who read Lord’s Book, the one in 1000 believer are
only the grateful. The rest 999 belonging to Satan’s party are the ungrateful. The Impartial Lord
has given freedom for everyone to be grateful or ungrateful as told in the verse 76: 3. Without
witnessing that ‘I was a disbeliever’ nobody will be entered into the Hell as told in the verses 4:
140; 7: 37 and 39: 71. See the explanation 4: 150—151.
10. And they ask: If we are dissolved in the earth, would we be created afresh? Nay, they are
disbelieving the meeting with their Lord.
Today, among the mankind only Muslims are reading these verses. But the hypocrites are
hiding the contents of the verses knowingly and they are teaching their children in their
Madrasas (religious institutions) that the non–Muslims belonging to Messenger Muhammed’s
community such as Hindus, Jews, Christian, Buddhists, Jains, etc. who have not even read these
verses are the disbelievers (Kafir). Actually, Lord’s Book Adhikr teaches that the disbelievers,
Mushriks, Mujirims and all the parties into the Hellfire are today from among the Muslims only.

They are not believing in the Hereafter as the Lord’s Book submits. They are preferring this
worldly and bodily life forgetting the soul and the Hereafter and are earning the Hellfire instead
of the Paradise as explained in the verses 2: 286 and 3: 181—182. See the explanation 2: 254,
258 and 3: 112.
11. You say: The Angel who is assigned upon you will take back you; then into your Lord you
all will be returned.
The believers by utilizing Adhikr —the food, cloth and sight of the soul— will transform his soul
mate into a believer as explained in the verse 3: 102. By holding fast Adhikr—the Safeguard—
he is holding fast the Lord— the safeguard— as explained in the verse 2: 256. Believer is living
here as a representative of the Lord —Muhsin— by testifying the Best Book Husna. All other
Muslims who didn’t do so, at the time of each of their death, Lord will tell: “You were among
the disbelievers” as told in the verses 39: 58—59. The believer only utilizes Adhikr as the Ticket
to the Paradise as well as the Safeguard against all calamities, disasters and Hellfire. At the time
of his death he will see the Lord by the Soul pleasantly as told in the verses 75: 22—23 and 76:
11. But the disbelievers will see the Satan gloomily and sadly as told in the verse 75: 24.
Only with Adhikr the soul will get tranquillity and peace as told in the verse 13: 28. To such soul,
at the time of its death the Lord will tell: “Oh the soul who became tranquil, you return into
your Lord pleasing with your Lord and be pleased by your Lord, then you enter in my devotees,
and you enter in My Paradise” as told in the verses 89: 27—30. See the explanation 2: 186 and
3: 136.
12. And if you could see when this Mujirims bend their heads near their Lord (saying): Oh our
Lord! We have seen the scene of the Hell and we have heard the sound of it, so you return us
back, we may do righteous deeds, indeed we have become the confirmed believers.
The Mujirims are mentioned in 52 places in the Lord’s Book. The arrogant hypocrites who hide
Adhikr and their blind followers who reject It are the Mujirims in all these verses. It is told in the
verse 7: 40 that indeed those who are rejecting Our verses (the common Muslims) and are
arrogant towards them (the hypocrites), for them the doors of the Heaven will not be opened,
nor will they enter the Paradise until a camel passes through the eye of tailor’s needle, just like
that We reward to the Mujirims. In the Hereafter the followers will blame their hypocritical
leaders saying that ‘none has strayed us except the Mujirims’ as told in the verse 26: 99. The
verse 34: 32 says that when the following weaklings blame their leaders saying: “If you were
not there, we would have been believers”; the arrogant ones will tell the weaklings: “Did we
obstruct you from the Guidance after It had come you? Nay, you were the Mujirims”. The
weaklings will say the arrogant ones: “Nay, there was day—night plotting when you

commanded us to disbelieve in the Lord and to setup equals to Him”. The Mujirims are serving
and helping the Satan without utilizing their intelligence as explained in the verse 7: 206. They
will utter: “Allah, Allah, Allah…” with their tongue without compiling their hearts with it. They
command the mankind with good things, but they forget it for themselves as explained in the
verse 2: 44. It is told in the verse 18: 49 that when these Mujirims see their recording Book
fastened upon their neck on the Day of Judgment you can see them wailing about what is in it
by saying: “Woe to us, what a Book It is! It leaves nothing small or great without being
recorded’, they will find all their deeds recorded in It, and your Lord will not do any unjust to
anyone. It is told in the verse 45: 28—29 that it is My Book which will reflect upon you with the
Truth, indeed We were inscribing what you had been doing. Then in the verse 45: 31 it is told
that and those who were the disbelievers (it will be asked): Were not Our verses explained
upon you, then you became arrogant and you were a people of Mujirims. Today, only Muslims
are reading these verses. Lord’s Book mentions in 7 verses about the computer recording which
is going on upon everyone’s neck. But Mujirims— the hypocrites and their blind followers—
who read all these verses are neglecting Adhikr and are following the footsteps of the Satan as
explained in the verses 2: 168—169. They do not become the confirmed believers by utilizing
Adhikr as the Insight so that on the Day of Judgment they will admit: “Now we have got
confirmed belief”.
13. If We had so wished, certainly We would have given each and every soul its Guidance
only, but the word from Me came truth that I will fill the Hell with Jinns and men all together.
When the mankind was created in the Paradise, the Impartial Lord had taught each and every
soul Adhikr— the Straightpath— which contains the only way to the Lord and the different
ways to the Satan as explained in the verses 6: 126 and 153. Lord Allah has also given freedom
to select either the Single way of Him or the different ways of the Satan. Whoever by utilizing
Adhikr is transforming his soul mate mentioned in the verses 43: 36—39 into a believer, he can
only return into the Paradise. All other Muslims who have received Lord’s Book are entrapped
by the Satan, and will enter to the Hell— the house of Satan.
Any male or female can return to the paradise — the Lord’s house— by utilizing Adhikr as the
Guidance and Ticket. Since it is fixed that only 1 in 1000 will enter the paradise as explained in
the verse 4: 118 it is only advised to form the harmony of the mankind by utilizing Adhikr as the
Food, Cloth and Sight of the human soul.
14. Then you taste (the punishment) because of you forgot the meeting of this Day, indeed
We also have forgotten you, and you taste the eternal punishment for what you had been
doing.

Today, the hypocrites and their blind followers are only reading this verse. But without
considering the soul and the Hereafter they are learning, teaching and propagating the books
written by the creatures rejecting Adhikr–the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book. This verse
portrays the pathetic condition which will be happening to these aimless hypocrites and to their
heedless followers in the Hereafter. The scene of blaming, cursing and quarreling between the
hypocritical leaders and their strayed blind followers in the Hereafter is explained in the verses
2: 166— 167.
The believer one in 1000 who holdfasts Lord Allah by holding fast Adhikr –the Unbreakable
Rope as told in the verse 2: 256— propagates Adhikr in to the entire mankind and also does
organic cultivation and planting trees as well as encourages all mankind to do so for the welfare
of 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures so that he can inherit the Paradise in the 7thphase
(Here after) as explained in the verses 3: 136 and 7: 43. The heedful are having the confirmed
belief with the Hereafter as explained in the verses 2: 2—4. The verse 16: 97 says: “Whether
man or woman whoever does honorable deeds and is a believer, indeed We will give him a
pure glorious life in this world and We will give reward according to their best deeds in this
world”. Remember that since Adhikr is the Prosperity and there is no poverty after It, only the
believer will get a glorious life in this world. Those who are doing honorable deeds even
without becoming a believer, such will get reward from Lord Allah according to their best deeds
under the Best Book—Husna. See the explanation 2: 62.
15. Indeed the ones who believe with Our verses are those when they are remembered with
them, they will fall down on prostration glorifying and praising their Lord and they are not
having false pride.
This is one of the 15 verses where prostration of recitation is commanded. The other verses
are:
7: 206:— Indeed those who are with your Lord, they are not too proud to serve Him, they are
glorifying Him and they are prostrating to Him.
13: 15:— And for Allah is prostrating whatever is in the Heavens and on the earth obediently
and compulsorily, and their shadows in all dusks and dawns.
16: 48—50:— Aren’t they observing into whatever thing Lord Allah has created, their shadows
from right and left are prostrating for Lord Allah and they are in submissive. And for Allah is
prostrating whatever in the heavens and whatever in the earth from the beasts and the Angels,
they are not having false pride. They are fearing their Lord above them, and they are doing
whatever they are commanded with.

17: 107—109:— You say: You believe with It or you do not believe; indeed those who have
been given the Knowledge before It, if the verses are recited upon them they will fall down in
prostration on their faces. And they will be saying: Glory be our Lord! Indeed the promise of our
Lord is to be implemented; they will fall down on their faces weeping, and that will increase for
them the reverence.
19: 58:— Such are those upon whom Lord Allah has favored from the Prophets, from the
offspring of Adam, and from the one We have caused to bear with Nooh, and from the
offspring of Ibrahim, Israel and from the one We have guided and We have chosen; when the
verses of the Impartial are recited upon them, they will fall down in prostration with crying.
22: 18:— Didn’t you see indeed Allah, for Him is prostrating whoever in the Heavens and
whoever in the earth, the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the trees, the beasts, a large
number from the mankind and a large number upon whom the punishment is happened true;
and whom Lord Allah has made heinous, there is none to honor him, indeed Allah does
whatever He intends.
‘A large number upon whom the punishment is happened true’ are the true disbelievers which
the Lord’s Book Truth is submitting as explained in the verses 4:150—151. They are prostrating
in their prayer with their body without participating their Soul so that they will get Hell as fine
for all their deeds as told in the verse 25: 65—66 and 107: 4—5.
22: 77:— Oh you who believed! You bow down, you prostrate, you serve your Lord and you do
good deeds so that you may become the prosperous.
25: 60:— And if they are told to do prostration for the Impartial, they ask: What is the Impartial,
do we prostrate for what you are commanding to us, and that will increase to them the disdain.
27: 25— 26:— What made them not to prostrate to Allah who brings hidden thins in the
heaven and in the earth, and He knows whatever you are concealing and whatever you are
disclosing. Allah, there is no Deity except He, the Lord of the Supreme throne.
38: 21—24:— When Lord Allah sent two Angels as disputers for getting judgment from
Messenger Dawood, he judged as “surely, you have wronged against you by demanding his ewe
to add to your ewes, and indeed many of the mingling men and women are doing unjust to one
another except those who are believers and are doing righteous deeds, and they are a few; and
Dawood understood that indeed We (the Lord) are testing him, then he sought forgiveness to
his Lord and bowed down in prostration and repented to Him.
Through this verse Dawood made judgment according to Lord’s will. But later he understood
that these disputers were sent by Allah in order to remind him about his evil desire. That is

even though Messenger Dawood had 99 wives, he wished to add the wife of his commandant
of soldiers to his wives. So he repented and sought forgiveness to the Lord with his soul by
falling in prostration.
41: 37— 38:— Among His signs are the night, the days, the sun, the moon; you don’t prostrate
for the sun and for the moon, and you prostrate to Allah who has created them if you are
serving Him alone. Then if you are priding falsely, those who near your Lord are Glorifying Him
in the night and day, and they are not having any hesitation.
53: 59— 62:—Then are you wondering in the case of this speech. And you are laughing and are
not weeping. And you are wasting your time aimlessly. Then you prostrate for Allah and you
serve Him.
84: 20— 21:— Then what happened to them, they are not believing. And when the Qur’an is
read upon them they are not prostrating.
96: 19:— Nay, you don’t obey him, you do prostration and become closest to Me.
At the age of 45 of Messenger Muhammed the last 14 verses of Surath Alaq (Surath 96) were
revealed. At that time men and women of Mecca pagans were encompassing Lord’s House
Ka’ba nakedly. So the Lord commanded Messenger Muhammed to do the ‘single prostration’
by glorifying the Lord and seeking nearness and refuge into Him.
Today, there is no group of believers anywhere in the world. So the odd believer has to read
Adhikr in the dawn and dusk and has to do single prostration of recitation. About the
prostration of recitation, the Three Time Knower Lord Allah has taught through Messenger
Muhammed as: “During the last Period their single prostration will be enough for them than
getting the Earth and all things on it”.
About the hypocrites and their blind followers who do not do this single prostration from this
world it is told in the verses 68: 42—43 that on the Day of Judgment when their sights will be
cast down and ignominy will cover them, they will be called for single prostration. But they will
be unable to do it since they had ignored for it when they were called to do the prostration
while they were in peace and safe in this world. Through the verse 7: 205 the Prophet and the
believers are commanded to remember Lord Allah with the soul beseeching and fearfully
without uttering the word in every dawn and dusk; and not to be among the heedless.
Lord Allah taught through his Messenger that whoever has an atom of false pride, he will not
enter in the Paradise. The false pride can be removed from the mind only by the Book Truth
Adhikr. It is told in the verse 17: 81 that the Book Truth came and the falsehoods are perished,
indeed the falsehoods are bound to be perished. Today, the Muslims who are reading Lord’s

Book are not considering Lord Allah as the Truth Book Adhikr submits as told in the verses 6: 91;
39: 67 and 22: 74. See the explanation 2: 152.
The believers in their prostration of recitation glorify Lord Allah, pray to Him and seek refuge
into Him as:
— Glory to You my Lord, the Highest One.
— Glory to You oh Allah, our Lord, and all the Praises are to You; oh Allah! You forgive to us.
— Glory be the One Who created the Heavens, the earth and all things in between them with in
six days and established on the throne; we have no Protector or Interceder other than You.
— Glory be the One Who created everything in pairs from the earth produces, from ourselves
and from the things we have no knowledge.
— Glory be the One Who created man from the water, established the blood relationship and
the marriage relationship; Our Lord is capable upon each and everything.
— Glory be the One Who created pairs of male and female from ‘Nuthfa’ (Sperm from male and
ovum from female) when it is emitted from both.
— Glory be the One Who shaped us in the womb as He wishes; He is capable upon each and
everything.
— Glory be the One to Whom whatever in Heavens and earth glorifies; He is the Sovereign, the
Sanctified, the Mightiest and the Wise.
— Glory be the One who taught each and everything the mode of praying Him and glorifying
Him.
— Glory be the One Who has not been comprehended by visions, while He comprehends all
visions; the one who knows the inner feelings of the soul, well Acquainted.
— Glory be the One upon Him neither a thing on the earth nor in the Heaven is hidden; He is
the all Hearing all Knowing.
— Glory be the One with Whose remembrance shall cause no disaster from whatever is on
earth or in Heaven; He is the all Hearing, all Knowing.
— Glory be the One who is capable upon each and everything.
— Glory be the One Who if intends a thing, He commands it “Be”, then it is.

— Glory be the One Who is indeed capable to bring anyone to his previous condition.
— Glory be the One Who is the Custodian of each and everything.
— Glory be the One Who is the Disposer and the Authority upon each and everything.
— Glory be the One Who is a Witness upon each and everything.
— Glory be the One whom neither the slumber nor the sleep seizes.
— Glory be the One Who is the comprehensive Observing.
— Glory be the One Who is the acquainted observer of His servants.
— Glory be the One Who knows the innermost feelings and well acquainted of His servants.
— Glory be the One Who is enough to acquaint the offenses of His servants.
— Glory be the One Who knows treachery of the eyes and what is hidden in the chest.
— Glory be the One Who has the best knowledge about the inner feelings of ours.
— Glory be the One Who is the Best knower of all unseen things.
— Glory be the One Who knows all kinds of creation.
— Glorified and sanctified Lord of us, the Lord of Angels and Jibreel.
— Glory be the One Who is with us wherever we are.
— Glory be the One Who exists in between the person and in his heart.
— Glory be the One Who saved Messenger Nooh and believers by carrying in an ark, and made
drowned all the disbelievers.
— Glory be the One Who saved Yoonus from the belly of a huge fish when he prayed “There is
no Deity except You, Glory to you; I was indeed among the wrongdoers”.
— Glory be the One Who turned fire as cool and peace upon Prophet Ibrahim.
— Glory be the One who split the sea and made a dry path through it for Moosa and children of
Israel, and made drown Pharaoh and his hosts.
— Glory be the One Who gushed forth twelve springs from the rock when Moosa strike with his
staff (stick) on it.
—Glory be the One Who supplied food for Maryam without measure.

— Glory be the One Who sent down a food—tray from the Heaven when Jesus prayed for it.
—Glory be the One Who cursed and transformed the Jews into swine when they disbelieved
after eating from the food—tray sent down from the Heaven.
— Glory be the One Who showed his Power through Jesus by healing the blindness and leprosy,
and by bringing the dead back to life.
— Glory be the One Who raised up Jesus bodily to the Second Heaven.
— Glory be the One Who caused Uzair to die and resurrected him after 100 years.
— Glory be the One Who gave a camel –which was not begotten—as a sign for the people of
Thamood.
— Glory be the One Who sent the birds ‘Ababeel’ which pelt small stones in order to destruct
Elephant Army of king Abrahath and thus saved Ka’aba in Mecca.
— Glory be the One Who subjected the sprites and the Satan obedient to Prophet Suleiman and
also subjected the wind to blow gently to the directions as Suleiman wished.
— Glory be the One Who caused to bring the throne of Queen Sheeba from Yemen to Palestine
within the twinkling of an eye by the command of Prophet Suleiman through one who has
Knowledge from the Book.
— Glory be the One Who made to travel Prophet Muhammed bodily within a night from Mecca
to Masjidul Aqsa and then raised up to the Paradise in order to show him some of Lord’s signs.
— Glory be the One Who causes to survive his creatures by inspiring from His Spirit and causes
death by taking back the Spirit from them.
— Oh our Lord! Include us among the one who holdfasts You and keep You in our hearts by
Adhikr—the Trust.
— Oh Allah our Lord! Make Adhikr a Witness for us, not against us, make It argue for us, not
against us, and make It a Shield, Healing, Mercy, Ticket to the Paradise and Safeguard against all
disasters, calamities as well as the Hellfire, Oh the One Who is the Safeguard, Oh the One Who
sent down the Safeguard, Oh the Virtuous, the Merciful.
— Oh our Lord! Include us among those who proud and rejoice with Adhikr. Make It as the Light
for our chests, and make it as banishing of our sorrows, and make It as vanishing our strain and
distress, make It as forerunning and driving, Proof and evidence into You and to the Paradise.
— Oh our Lord Allah! Include us among the Muhsineen who testify and follow Husna—the

Best—as It should be testified and followed. Include us among those who construct Paradise
here in the fourth phase for the seventh phase utilizing Adhikr—the Book of Light; and while
You take back us, You take back us with the Virtuous.
— Oh Our Lord! Avert from us the torment of the Hell with the Safeguard, Oh the Safeguard;
indeed, its torment is a fine for our life (as deviated from the Straightpath), it is indeed evil for
the temporary residence as well as for the permanent life.
— Oh Lord! Not include us among the 999 in every 1000 who hide and reject Adhikr, such are
to the Hell; include us among the one in 1000 who will enter the Paradise with forerunners and
with prospers by Adhikr—the Book for purifying as well as the Safeguard against the Hell.
— Oh Lord! Not include us among the hypocrites who hide Adhikr and among the associates
who reject Adhikr after receiving It, such are the worst creatures in the land.
— Oh Lord! Include us among the believers and those who convey Your Message to the entire
mankind with the aim to keep the universe in its equilibrium, and thus include us among the
Best creatures in the land.
— Oh Lord! Not include us among the worthless people who have forgotten Adhikr and thereby
chosen their life style as play and amusement. Oh Our Lord Allah! Make us away from them and
the Hell with the Safeguard, Oh the Safeguard, Oh the Lord of the Worlds.
— Oh Lord! Grant unto us our spouse and offspring delighting for our eyes and make us the
leaders for the heedful who testify Adhikr—the Trust—as it should be testified.
— Oh Our Lord! Perfect our Light with Adhikr—the Light—and forgive us, indeed You are
capable upon everything.
— Oh Our Lord! Make us not a trial for those people who are wrongdoers; you deliver us with
Your Mercy—Adhikr—from the disbelieving people.
— Oh Our Lord! Include us among those who enter the Paradise such as believers, righteous,
virtuous, heedful, prosperous, devotees, grateful, justifiers with Adhikr—the Ticket to the
Paradise.
— Oh Our Lord! Not include us among those who enter the Hell such as disbelievers,
wrongdoers, transgressors, hypocrites, mischief makers, Mujirims, doubters, aggressors,
repudiators, squanderers, worthless people who hide, neglect and reject Adhikr—the only
Safeguard against the Hellfire.
— Oh our Lord! Deliver us from the darkness into You with the Light, Oh the Light of the

Heavens and Earth, Oh full of Majesty and the Honor.
— Oh our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers who passed before us with faith, and make not in
our hearts rancor for those who have believed, Oh Our Lord! Indeed, You are the Kind and the
Merciful.
— Oh Our Lord! Pour upon us patience and brace our feet and help us against the disbelieving
people.
— Oh Allah! Not include us among the disbelieving people who hide and reject Adhikr—the
Rope from Allah——and divided into different groups neglecting the verses 3: 103 and 6: 153;
and include us among the Heedful and Triumphant with Adhikr.
— Glory be the One in Whose control the Dominion of each and everything is, He gives shelter
to everyone, while no one gives shelter to Him, and He feeds everyone, while He is not fed, He
grasps the forelocks of each and everything; we seek refuge to You from the evils of all
creatures of whom You grasp their forelocks. You are the first, there is nothing before You; and
You are the last, there is nothing after You; You are the One Who exposed, then there is
nothing above You; You are the hidden, then there is nothing except You; You help us to settle
our debts and you enrich us with the prosperity from the poverty, Oh Allah! Enter us to your
honourable servants with Adhikr—the Mercy.
16. They will forsake their beds of sleep for appealing their Lord fearfully and hopefully, and
they are spending from whatever We have provided them.
During the period of Messenger Muhammed when there was a group of believers, the
character and behavior of them was awakening from their sleep hurryingly for praying to their
Lord fearfully and hopefully and spending their favors bestowed by their Lord for charities such
as helping the poor, needy, orphans, debtors, etc. But today since there is no a group of
believers anywhere in the world the odd believers by waking early in the morning read the
Lord’s Book Adhikr and do prolonged single prostration of recitation. They also involve in
conveying the Lord’s Message Adhikr which is the food, cloth and sight of the human soul to
other people belonging to Messenger’s community such as Hindu, Buddhists, Jains, Jews,
Christians, etc. and spend their wealth, health, time and all their favors for these purposes.
Actually, conveying Lord’s Message to others is helping the Impartial Lord Allah so that the Lord
will help him back as told in the verses 22: 40; 47: 7 and 61: 14. By doing so, the believer can
change his previous offenses and sins which were happened in the absence of real Knowledge
Adhikr into good deeds as explained in the verse 4: 31.
17. Then no soul knows what a delight of eyes are kept hidden for them, a reward for what

they had been doing.
The believer lives here seeing the Lord in the Light of the Best Book Husna —Adhikr. He involves
always in doing good deeds beneficial not only for the mankind but also for 1000 communities
of Lord’s creatures. He remembers and glorifies the Lord in all his standing, siting and lying with
his soul. He is always in the conscious that Three Time Knower Lord Allah is not considering
anyone’s body, color, sex, etc. instead He is considering the status of chest while doing any
deed. Actually, the believer acts as the vicegerent of the Impartial Lord whereas the
disbelievers who hide and reject Lord’s Book— the Safeguard— are not considering the Lord as
Impartial and are serving and helping the Satan for destroying the world. See the explanation 6:
84.
18. Is then, the one who is a believer is just like the one who is a transgressor, they are not
equal.
Among the Muslims whoever reads this verse if not becomes a believer with Adhikr— Lord’s
Permission to become a believer— such are the transgressors. The hypocrites who are
knowingly hiding Adhikr and their blind followers who are rejecting It are the transgressors as
per this verse. They have forgotten Allah so that Allah has also forgotten them. It is told in the
verses 9: 67—68 that the hypocritical men and women are from each other, they are enjoying
what is evil and are forbidding what is just, and they are closing their hands for spending, they
have forgotten Allah so that Allah also has forgotten them; indeed the hypocrites are the
transgressors. For the hypocritical men and women and for the Kuffar who reject the Lord’s
verses one by one, Allah has promised the Hellfire, they will be eternal in it, it is enough for
them, Allah has cursed them and for them have enduring punishment. See the explanation 2:
99, 159— 160 and 3: 86—88.
19. As for those who believed and do honorable deeds, they have the Paradises of eternal
Home as hospitable gift for they had been doing.
Today, Adhikr –the Permission of Lord Allah to become a believer— is formed as a Book. So
without utilizing It nobody can become a believer. The Best honorable deed is conveying the
Lord’s Message throughout the world so that the mankind may utilize It as the Balance and the
Trust to keep the Universe in its equilibrium as well as the strongest weapon against terrorism,
bloodshed and all such mischievous activities for forming the harmony of the mankind. By
doing so it is helping the Impartial Lord so that the Lord will also help him to change the
previous sins happened during the ignorant period into good deeds. The believer is having the
aim of life that this fourth phase of the worldly life is for preparing the paradise here for the
seventh phase by utilizing the Light Adhikr. Besides conveying Lord’s Message Adhikr the

believer will also do and encourage others to do organic cultivation and planting trees as much
as he can, aiming for the benefit of 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures. Thus he can inherit
the Paradise which he has earned here as explained in the verses 3: 136 and 7: 43.
The record of Fujjar (hypocrites and their blind followers who are only from Muslims) is in
Sijjeen as told in the verse 84: 7. But by utilizing Adhikr as the Ticket to the Paradise any one
can change his decree and all his deeds from ‘Sijjeen’ Ledger which is in the Hell into the
‘Illiyyeen’ Ledger mentioned in the verse 84: 18 which is in the Paradise. The Impartial Lord
neither guides anyone to the Paradise nor to the Hell. The believer utilizes Adhikr as the
Safeguard and Shield from all disasters, calamities, illness and Hellfire. He is always in the
conscious that on the Day of Judgment the scale of Judgment will be Adhikr— the Truth. So he
will utilize It as the scale of Judgment in all his activities here as explained in the verses 7: 8—9
20. And as for those who transgressed, then their eternal Home is the Fire, each time when
they try for coming out from It, they will be pushed back into It, and they will be told, ‘you
taste the punishment of the fire which you had been rejecting with’.
The hypocrites who are knowingly hiding Lord’s Book and their blind followers who are
rejecting It are the transgressors, wrongdoers and Mujirims as well as the inmates of the
Hellfire as explained in the verses 2: 39, 99; 5: 10, 86; 64: 10 and 57: 19. They are hiding Lord
Allah, all Messengers and all Prophets by hiding Adhikr— the Best Interpretation of Lord’s
Book— as explained in the verse 2: 7.
These Mujirims are serving the Satan— the disbeliever— as told in the verses 36: 59— 62. They
are not considering Lord Allah as Impartial. The human devil hypocrites among them are saying
to their followers that Lord Allah is dividing the people into the Paradise and in to the Hell, and
we have no selection for it. By saying so they are rejecting the verses such as 2: 152; 4: 78—79;
76: 3. These true disbelievers are considering that all other people belonging to Messenger
Muhammed’s community such as Hindus, Christians, Buddhists, Jains, Jews are the disbelievers
and are in to the hell, and they are teaching their children so. Since these aimless and heedless
Muslims are rejecting Adhikr— the Truth— all their deeds are in vain as explained in the verses
2: 186 and 18: 103—106. They will get the Hellfire as fine since they are not earning the
Paradise here as explained in the verses 2: 286; 9: 67— 68 and 25: 65—66. For them neither
their children nor their wealth will benefit, and such are the fuel of Hellfire as explained in the
verse 3: 10. Some of them are learning and teaching the reading of Arabic text of Lord’s Book
without Its soul. Some other groups are teaching the meaning of the verses which is only life of
the Book. But none of them is learning or teaching soul of the Book Adhikr so that at the time of
their death the Lord will tell them that you are among the disbelievers as explained in the verse
3: 66. In the hereafter they will be told: You taste the punishment of burning, that is what your

hands have sent on ahead, and indeed Lord Allah is not unjust to His servants as explained in
the verses 3: 181—182.
21. And We will make them taste the light punishment other than the greater punishment so
that they may be returning.
It is told in the verses 7: 172—174 that ‘And you remember when your Lord took from the nape
of children of Adam their offspring and made them witnessing upon their soul by asking: “Am I
not your Lord?” they all said: “Of course, we do witness!” you not to say on the Day of
Judgment that “we were heedless about this”; or you not to say that “Indeed, our forefathers
associated others with Lord Allah previously, and indeed we were the offspring after them;
then are You destroying us because of the deeds of the falsehood?”; and just like that Lord
Allah is explaining in detail His verses so that they may return to the aim of life.
It is told in the verse 21: 35 that each and every soul will taste the death, and We are testing
you with bad and good as trial, and into Us all of you will be returning. It is told in the verse 30:
41 that mischief is appeared on the land and at sea because of what the hands of mankind have
earned in order that He may let them taste something of what they have earned, so that they
may turn back to the aim of life. Today only Muslims all over the world are reading these
verses. But by rejecting soul of the Book Adhikr— the Truth, they are following the falsehood
ways of Satan. Whatever punishment they are affected with, they do not learn any lesson from
it nor turn to the aim of life. In the case of them, the verses they read, touched or heard will
witness and argue against them and will push them into the Hellfire as explained in the verses
6: 66 and 121. See the explanation 2: 6—7.
22. And who does most wrong than the one who is remembered with the verses of his Lord,
then neglects them; indeed, We will take revenge with such Mujirims.
The hypocritical transgressors who are knowingly hiding Adhikr and its 40 names are the
wrongdoers and the Mujirims. It is asked in the verse 6: 21 that who is the more wrongdoer
than the one who forges a lie upon Lord Allah, or the one who rejects His verses? Indeed, He
will not make prosper the wrongdoers.
The verse 10: 17 says: “Who is the more wrongdoer than the one who forges a lie upon Allah or
the one who rejects His verses? Indeed, He will not make prosper the Mujirims”. It is told in the
verse 10: 33 that the word of the Lord is happened true upon the transgressors that indeed
they will never believe.
The Heedless followers of these hypocrites may be reminded with Adhikr as told in the verse
36: 6. Even after reminding with Adhikr if they are continuing in the denial, they will also be

filled in the Hell as explained in the verse 7: 179. It is told in the verses 36: 10—11 that it is the
same upon them whether you warn or do not warn, they will not believe; indeed, you will warn
only those who follows Adhikr and fear the Impartial unseeingly; then you give glad tidings to
him with forgiveness and honorable reward. These wrongdoers and their blind followers, at the
time of their death will witness against their soul that indeed they were disbelievers as
explained in the verse 7: 37. See the explanation 1: 7; 2: 254 and 6: 55.
23. And We had given to Moosa the Book, then you be not in doubt about getting the same of
It; and We made It a Guidance to the Children of Israel.
The Book Thourath given to Moosa is the part of the single Book Adhikr from the Lord of the
Universe. It was the Guidance not only for the children of Israel but also for the entire mankind
during that period as explained in the verses 3: 3— 4.
After the codification of the last form of Lord’s Book Adhikr which contains all the previous 312
Books and their Upright Explanations, It is the Book for the entire mankind. It testifies and
safeguards all previous Books revealed from the Lord as explained in the verse 5: 48 and It is
the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book as told in the verse 25: 33. It is the True way of Life Lord
Allah satisfied for the entire mankind as explained in the verses 3: 19 and 85. Therefore,
whoever hides and rejects It after receiving, they will be entered in the Hellfire by bearing the
burden for ruining the Universe. Today, all over the world Muslims who are reading these
verses are neither utilizing It by themselves nor giving It to other people for utilizing, thus they
are not destroying except themselves, but they perceive it not as explained in the verses 6:
25— 26.
24. And We made from among them the leaders who were guiding with Our Command, when
they were patient and they were having confirmed belief with Our verses.
‘With our Command’ means ‘with Adhikr’. ‘Command’, one of the 40 names of Adhikr, is
mentioned in 34 verses in Lord’s Book such as 16: 2; 30: 25; 42: 52. ‘Patients’ are those who are
giving preference for the soul and the eternal Hereafter than the body and this temporary life.
Through the verses 2: 155—157 Lord has informed glad tidings for such people. The believers
who are having the aim of life as the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr teaches shows patience in
this life by seeing the Hereafter. They are only considering the Book Adhikr as ‘Haqul Yaqeen’ –
the Confirmed Truth— as mentioned both in the verses 56: 95 and 69: 51.
Today, as told in the verse 56: 82 the hypocritical Leaders of different Muslim Organizations and
their blind followers have made their food rejecting Lord’s Book Adhikr. So the Lord of the
Universe will entrust His Book to another people who will not hide It as explained in the verses
6: 89—90. Today, if anyone observes utilizing Adhikr as the Balance and the Insight, he can see

that among the mankind the hypocritical leaders and their followers are leading the worst life
here. They are in front of all evil deeds and are far behind in good deeds. These Mujirims are
serving the Satan and are following his footsteps as explained in the verses 2: 168— 169.
25. Indeed your Lord, He will judge clearly among them on the Day of Judgment in what
matter they have been differing in It.
It is told in the verse 16: 64 that We have not sent down the Book into you except to explain to
the mankind what they are differing about, as a Guidance and Mercy for the believing people.
So the believers should judge in their individual, family and social life with Adhikr in this world
so that on the Day of Judgment they will have weight in their ‘Recording Book’ testifying the
verses 2: 186; 7: 8—9; 39: 75 and 47: 8—9. Whoever doesn’t judge with Adhikr in his individual,
family and social life from this world, he is the Kafir, wrongdoer and transgressor as explained
in the verses 5: 44, 45 and 47 respectively. The verse 16: 39 says: “The Day of Judgment is
determined in order to explain the people what they have been differing about, and for
knowing the disbelievers that they were liars”.
The hypocrites are the liars as told in the verse 63: 1. They are not considering the Lord as
Impartial. They ask the believer who judges among the mankind with Adhikr: “Is it not told that
Lord Allah will judge in whatever we are differing, then why are you saying that so and so are
the true Kafirs, wrong doers, transgressors, Mujirims, etc. and are in to the hell; and those who
have not received Lord’s Book will be sent in to any world other than the paradise or hell on the
Day of Judgment? Who are you to judge so?” They also say about the believer who follows
Adhikr as: “Is Adhikr revealed upon him among us? Nay, he is an odd liar” as told in the verses
38: 8 and 54: 25.
These hypocritical transgressors are knowingly hiding and rejecting Adhikr— the Book of
Truth— and are following the falsehood Books written by the creatures rejecting the verses 2:
79 and 17: 81. Thus they are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are welcoming the 30th
pseudo-prophet Antichrist. They will be killed on the second coming of Jesus as explained in the
verse 4: 91.
As told in the verse 39: 46 the believer will pray and glorify with soul as: Oh Lord Allah, the
Originator of Heaven and Earth, Knower of the unseen and visible, You will judge among your
servants concerning whatever they have been differing about. So you guide us to the
Straightpath with Your Permission—Adhikr—in whatever they have been differing.
Therefore, the believer holdfasts Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope—and will unite with the Lord’s
single party to the Paradise. See the explanation 2: 113 and 213.

26. Is it not a Guidance for them the countries We destroyed before them, they are walking
along the place of their houses, indeed in it there are signs, are they not listening?
When the inhabitants of a country became wrong doers and transgressors, they were
destroyed as explained in the verse 6: 47. At the same time the Messengers and the believers
with them were saved. Then as explained in the verse 6: 133 Lord Allah brought up new
generations from the saved one. Gradually they were also deviated from the Straightpath.
Finally, Lord Allah deputed Muhammed as the last Messenger and Prophet as told in the verse
33: 40. He propagated Lord’s Message among the people, and a group of believers was formed
who were following Lord’s Book. But after the 30 years of his departure the Muslims who
claimed as Messenger’s followers and were reading Lord’s Book began to deviate into different
groups without following Its do’s and don’ts. They made different organizations in the label of
Islam and began to follow the pseudo leaders, hypocrites and the books of rituals and deeds
written by them. Today Muslims all over the world have become more wrong doers and
hypocritical transgressors than that of before. They are having false pride that they are in the
Straightpath while they are in astray and falsehood. Actually they are the inheritors of Lord’s
Book which is the Guidance for the entire mankind, but they are leading a life just opposite to
the teaching of It. So Lord’s Book Adhikr has promised for them disgrace in this world as well as
severe punishment in the hereafter as explained in the verse 2: 85.
It is told in the verses 18: 100— 101 that who are not seeing the Book ‘Dhikree’ and are not
hearing It after receiving, such are the disbelievers into the Hell. See the explanation 2: 18 and
170.
27. Are not they aware that indeed We are driving the water into the dried bare land; then
We produced with it the crops, from it their cattle as well as themselves are eating, then
aren’t they becoming the insightful?
Lord of the Universe is driving the clouds by wind and is causing to rain into the dried bare land.
With that water, plants, herbage, crops, etc. are produced. The cattle can eat first from it in
their growing stage as well as immediately on harvesting. But mankind can eat from it only after
so many processes passed, and some only after cooking. The question: “Aren’t they becoming
the insightful” means aren’t they observing with their soul that whatever Lord’s Book Insight
has explained is happening true in their surroundings as well as in themselves as told in the
verse 41: 53. See the explanation 6: 104.
28. And they are asking: “When this victory will be happening if you are so truthful?”
In this verse only it is mentioned as the disbelievers asking to the believers: “When this victory
will be happening if you are so truthful” whereas in all the verses such as 10: 48; 21: 38; 36: 48;

67: 25; 34: 29 it is mentioned as disbelievers asking: “When this promise will be happening if
you are so truthful”.
Today the hypocritical leaders of different Muslim organizations and their blind followers are
asking the believers: “When will the believers get victory in this world as the Lord’s Book
promises?” That means ‘when will be the separation of believing men and women into Hijaz
happening?’
Lord Allah has told in the verse 48: 25 that if the believers had been clearly separated from the
disbelievers, We would have surely punished painfully the disbelievers. It is told in the verse 48:
6 that ‘World Triumph’ will occur for the believers in order to punish the hypocritical men and
hypocritical women, and the Mushrik men and Mushrik women who are having evil thoughts
about the Lord, upon them will have evil consequence, Lord Allah’s wrath is affected upon
them, and He has cursed them; and the Hellfire is kept prepared for them, what an evil
returning place.
But the disbelievers without utilizing their intelligence are rejecting Lord’s Book Adhikr— the
Truth— in this world. In the Hereafter when these Mujirims will appeal from the Hell to the
guard of the Hell as: “Oh Malik! Let your Lord finish us”; then Malik will reply: “indeed you have
to remain in it forever, surely we had come to you with the Book Truth, but most of you were
hating the Truth” as told in the verses 43: 74—78. See the explanation 2: 23— 24.
29. You say: on the day of victory the acceptance of the belief of those who disbelieved will
not be benefited for them, and for them will not be granted respite.
It is told in the verses 40: 49—50 that the hypocrites and their blind followers will say in the
Hell to the guards of it: “You Pray your Lord to lighten for us the punishment at least for a day”.
The Angels will ask: “Hadn’t Messengers from among you come to you with Explanations?”
They will say: “Of course! They had”. Angels will say: “Then you appeal yourselves!” The
disbelievers’ appeal will increase nothing except astray. It is told in the verse 6: 158 : “What are
they waiting for except the Angels come to them or your Lord comes, or some of your Lord’s
signs come? On the Day when some of your Lord’s signs come, belief in them will not benefit to
any soul who has not believed in them before, or its belief not earned any good; you Say: You
wait, indeed we are also waiting”. In the case of individual ‘the Day Allah comes’ means his
death while for ‘the entire mankind’ it is the Day of Judgment. ‘The coming of the Angels’
happens on the death for individual whereas it is the sending down of the punishment for the
concerned people, and the Doom’s day in the case of the entire mankind. Read together 23:
99—100; 25: 21—30 and 39: 55—59. As far as the people is concerned ‘some signs from your
Lord’ means the punishment such as draught, epidemics, Earthquake, scarcity, disturbances

with locust and lice, war, flood, cyclone, Tsunami, etc. whereas in the case of whole mankind it
is the 10 important crucial symptoms of Dooms day. Lord of the Universe taught through
Prophet that Last hour will not happen till those ten signs are appeared. They are rising of the
sun from the west as explained in the verse 2: 258, smoke which will spread throughout the
Earth as explained in the verse 44: 10, coming of monster saying that indeed the mankind are
not having confirmed belief with Lord’s verses as explained in the verse 27: 82, spreading of
Gog and Magog as explained in the verse 21: 96, emerging of Satan Antichrist and second
coming of Jesus as explained in the verse 4: 159, downing the earth to deepness in three places
(one in east, other in the west, and third in Arabian peninsula) as warned through the verses
16: 45; 28: 81 and 67: 16, and the fire from Yemen leading the people to “Mahshara’
(Summoning place for the Day of Judgment) as explained in the verses 21: 97 and 23: 101. By
the appearance of any of the ten crucial signs no soul will be benefited with its belief since the
doors of repentance will be closed for ever. “Any soul who has not believed in them before or
its belief has not earned any good” mentioned in the verse is about the hypocrites and their
blind followers. Since they are reading these verses without testifying any verse of It, they
cannot form real belief. These people by forgetting Adhikr—Three Time Knowledge— have
become worthless as explained in the verses 3: 196—197. They will accept Antichrist Kafir
Satan as the Prophet at first for getting water and food, and later even as lord. They will enjoy
his Paradise for ‘one and a quarter year’ as explained in the verse 2: 103. By the second coming
of Jesus and killing of Antichrist, all other people will approve Islam. Then the hypocrites, 70,
000 soldiers of Antichrist and those who are having diseases in the heart— having doubt— will
be killed as explained in the verse 4: 91.
The Angels take back the spirit (life+ soul) of believer who fulfills the aim of life softly and they
will die seeing the Lord Brightly and Pleasantly with the soul, whereas of all other Muslims the
Angels take back their spirit roughly and rudely as explained in the verses 6: 93—94, and they
will see the Kafir Satan sadly and grievously as explained in the verses 4: 32 and 6: 62. See the
explanation 3: 96—97.
30. Then you neglect about them and you wait, indeed they are also waiting.
The Three Time Knower of the Universe has decided and inscribed earlier in His Book whatever
will happen in the Universe as explained in the verse 2: 255. So the believer does not hurry for
punishing the disbelievers or separating the believers and disbelievers. Instead he will try to
postpone the happening of pole shifting of the earth. For that he will convey Adhikr—the
Balance and Trust to keep the Universe in Its equilibrium— throughout the world irrespective of
nation, caste, religion, sex, etc. in order to form the harmony of mankind and to have peace
and tranquil life in this world. He also does and promotes to do the mankind organic farming

and planting trees benefitting for the 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures by utilizing the
available limited water as explained in the verse 2: 195. He also does Jihad against the
hypocrites and their blind followers with Adhikr— the Strongest Weapon to do Jihad. Such
believer is always conscious about the content of the verse 2: 254 which says: “Oh you who
believed! You spend out of what We have provided you with before a Day comes in which there
will be no bargaining, no friendship and no intercession; and the disbelievers, they are the
wrongdoers”. So he is very anxious that if he does not utilize his knowledge, wealth and all such
favors which the Lord has bestowed to him in this fourth phase before his death, he will be
among the disbelievers and the wrongdoers who will be the inmates of the hell.

